HALFEN PSA Attachment point for personal fall protection equipment

SECURE ANCHORING IN CASE OF FALL

All features at a glance:

› CE marking with European Technical Assessment for the DEMU T-FIXX® Fixing anchor

› System suitable for a maximum of two persons

› Economical solution: T-FIXX® Anchor cast in concrete with reusable eyebolt
SAFETY WHEN WORKING AT HEIGHTS: HALFEN PSA ATTACHMENT POINT
The reliable solution for attaching personal fall protection equipment

The HALFEN PSA serves as an attachment point for personal fall protection systems in concrete building components; suitable for use by a maximum of two people.

A T-FIXX® Fixing anchor cast into the concrete is used as an attachment point. A reusable eye-bolt, screwed into the anchor, is required to attach personal fall protection equipment. The suitability of the approved DEMU T-FIXX® Fixing anchor was confirmed in a DGUV* test based on CEN/TS 16415. The HALFEN PSA is the ideal solution for construction and maintenance work at heights that require the highest level of safety:

› lift maintenance work
› maintenance work on masts and towers
› maintenance work on solar and wind turbine projects
› roof projects
› façade work (projects)
› façade and window cleaning

* German Institute of Work and Health

For further technical details please see installation instruction.
www.halfen.com/Brochures